Quadrature method of moments for aggregation-breakage processes.
Investigation of particulate systems often requires the solution of a population balance, which is a continuity statement written in terms of the number density function. In turn, the number density function is defined in terms of an internal coordinate (e.g., particle length, particle volume) and it generates integral and derivative terms. Different methods exist for numerically solving the population balance equation. For many processes of industrial significance, due to the strong coupling between particle interactions and fluid dynamics, the population balance must be solved as part of a computational fluid dynamics (CFD) simulation. Such an approach requires the addition of a large number of scalars and the associated transport equations. This increases the CPU time required for the simulation, and thus it is clear that it is very important to use as few scalars as possible. In this work the quadrature method of moments (QMOM) is used. The QMOM has already been validated for crystal growth and aggregation; here the method is extended to include breakage. QMOM performance is tested for 10 different cases in which the competition between aggregation and breakage leads to asymptotic solutions.